StrutModeling: A Low-Fidelity Construction Kit to Iteratively Model, Test, and Adapt 3D Objects
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ABSTRACT
We present StrutModeling, a computationally enhanced construction kit that enables users without a 3D modeling background to prototype 3D models by assembling struts and hub primitives in physical space. Physical 3D models are immediately captured in software and result in readily available models for 3D printing. Given the concrete physical format of StrutModels, modeled objects can be tested and fine tuned in the presence of existing objects and specific needs of users. StrutModeling avoids puzzling with pieces by contributing an adjustable strut and universal hub design. Struts can be adjusted in length and snap to magnetic hubs in any configuration. As such, arbitrarily complex models can be modeled, tested, and adjusted during the design phase. In addition, the embedded sensing capabilities allow struts to be used as measuring devices for lengths and angles, and tune physical mesh models according to existing physical objects.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, 3D printers became available and affordable for the mass public and enabled people without a 3D modeling or engineering background to produce 3D objects. While basic models can be downloaded from online libraries (e.g. Thingiverse†), the true premise of DIY 3D printing is the production highly customized and personal objects in low volumes at low costs. Designing a custom 3D object, however, requires modeling expertise. End-user CAD environments, such as Google Sketchup‡ and Autodesk 123D Design§ lower the threshold for non-experts to design 3D models after following introductory online tutorials. However, designing models that can be adjusted over time requires additional expertise to organize and structure operations. For example, employing dynamic constraints to preserve an object’s shape when its dimensions change. Furthermore, one can only test the functionality or ergonomy of a virtual model once it is produced. This disconnect between the virtual design environment and the physical target model oftentimes results in slow design iterations as objects have to be 3D printed before they can be tested.

†The first two authors contributed equally to this work
‡https://www.sketchup.com
§http://www.123dapp.com/design
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To bridge the gap between the software modeling environment and the produced artifact, researchers explored tangible modeling techniques using clay [28], blocks [16], LEGO bricks [2], or polyhedral shapes [12]. These physical props are digitized using optical scanning techniques [28] or by embedded sensors in the building primitives to reflect changes in the digital environment in real-time [12, 2]. While clay modeling allows for fine grained details and arbitrary shapes, they require extensive crafting skills. Clay does not offer any constraint, such unconstrained interactions require good dexterity to precisely shape materials. In contrast, construction kits offer primitives that are convenient to assemble. Composing precise structures, however, involves puzzling with many parts. For example, changing the angle between two LEGO brick walls requires repositioning or replacing many elements.

In this paper, we present StrutModeling, an electronically augmented construction kit with a strut and hub design. By connecting struts and hubs, end-users physically prototype 3D objects of which the geometry is immediately translated to a virtual model. Unlike existing truss systems, where struts come in different lengths and hubs have predefined anchor points, our system uses a one size fits all approach and consists of adjustable struts and a universal hub design. Struts are adjustable in size and hubs support a variable number of anchor points at any angle. StrutModeling therefore supports arbitrary complex geometric models and does not require inter-changing struts and hubs while fine-tuning the design. Instead, users simply change the angle and/or length of a strut to transition to a vast set of shapes that are topological equivalent (homeomorphic) or add extra struts and hubs to further scale the object. StrutModeling encourages testing, experimentation, and iterative design changes during the modeling process. These changes are updated in real-time in the rendering environment. Given the concrete physical format of StrutModels, design decisions are made in the presence of existing physical objects and capture specific needs and feedback of users. As such, parameters can be fine-tuned and tested before 3D printing the final model.

WALKTHROUGH: AN ERGONOMIC LAPTOP STAND
Designing a custom ergonomic laptop stand using a traditional CAD software environment requires several considerations. Besides measuring the dimensions of the one needs to determine the optimal angle of the stand to ensure the screen is positioned at eye level and well-aligned with the height of an external monitor (Figure 1c). This design process could even involve adjusting the position of the external monitor or the user’s chair. As a new high-fidelity design needs to be produced before the design can be tested in the context of other objects, realizing an optimal laptop stand could be a tedious process requiring 3D printing improved versions over multiple nights.

Figure 1 illustrates the integrated design and testing process, supported by StrutModeling, to make an ergonomic laptop stand: (a-b) The user starts by connecting struts using magnetic hubs. He adjusts the length of each strut by turning the threaded rod mechanism clockwise (extending) or anticlockwise (shortening). The StrutModeling rendering environment responds in real-time by updating the virtual model in correspondence with the topology of the physical struts. (c) The user positions the prototyped stand next to the external monitor, positions the laptop on top, and verifies the shape and size of the stand. As such, he can verify and adjust its ergonomics in the environment in which the final laptop stand will be used. The laptop is not at eye level and the user adjusts the length of the struts to increase the height and angle of the stand. Using incremental adjustments and tests, the user finalizes his design. (e,f) When the design is finished, the StrutModeling rendering environment converts the StrutModel to a 3D printable design by automatically applying post-processing steps. (g) The final design is ergonomically sound from the first 3D printing iteration and can be deployed.

CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contribution of this paper is a computationally enhanced construction kit that enable users without a 3D modeling background to prototype arbitrarily complex virtual models by assembling strut and hub primitives in physical space. As StrutModeling allows to physically render detailed wireframe meshes in physical space, modeled objects can be tested and fine-tuned in the presence of existing objects and specific needs of users. StrutModeling avoids puzzling with many pieces by offering an adjustable strut and a universal hub design that connects to struts in any configuration. StrutModels are therefore convenient to adjust and encourage fast design iterations before the fabrication process. In addition, the embedded sensing capabilities allow struts to be used as measuring devices for lengths and angles. To demonstrate the utility and versatility of StrutModeling, we present several example designs and use-cases.

RELATED WORK
This work draws from, and builds upon prior work in end-user 3D modeling software, construction and modeling toolkits, and tools and techniques to accelerate the fabrication and design process.

End-User CAD Software
Researchers have looked into CAD environments to lower the barrier of 3D content authoring. With Sketch [35] novices design and alter 3D shapes using gestures and simple line drawings. Teddy [13] builds on top of this work and offers an interface that generates 3D shapes based from 2D silhouette drawings. The system inflates the region surrounding the silhouette which makes this approach particularly suitable for designing characters. In a similar vein, SketchChair [27] automatically generates sturdy chairs from 2D silhouettes. ModelCraft [30] shares inspiration with these approaches but allows for making 3D models by sketching and gesturing directly on a paper version of the model using the Anoto pen. Instead of manually designing models in CAD environments, recently there is also an increasing interest in automatically generating 3D shapes to adapt and patch 3D scanned models [23, 4] or to reserve space for inserting electronic sensors and devices [19]. While heuristics and physics simulations allow for basic optimizations and testing of virtual models [27, 32],
4], extensive tests in the presence of existing objects, the environment, and users are only possible after producing the object.

**Construction and Modeling Toolkits**

Leveraging humans’ tacit knowledge for manipulating and shaping physical objects, researchers used 3D scanning to digitize clay models [2, 28]. To capture geometries during the tangible modeling process, advanced computer vision algorithms have been developed to track incremental changes to LEGO Duplo constructions [11, 20]. While these approaches are robust to occlusions from hands, vision-based approaches are limited to capturing the outside shape visible to sensors.

As an alternative approach, electronic sensors have been integrated in building blocks to recognize their topology. The ActiveCube [16] recognizes structures created with cubical blocks that are placed on top or next to each other. Blocks communicate their topology using an embedded real-time communication network. Ikegawa et al. [14] present a block system with a simpler electronic circuit, consisting of only a capacitor integrated in every block. By measuring the total capacitance, the base plate infers the total number of stacked blocks. Unlike the ActiveCube system, however, blocks cannot be stacked sideways. To automatically capture the topology of LEGO structures, Anderson et al. [2] augment LEGO-like bricks with electronic sensors. As every pair of knobs and tubes in a brick have a power signal and communication channel, sturdy designs can be created by placing bricks in a staggered joint layout. Unlike strut and hub models, changes to brick constructions cascade rapidly as many stacked bricks need to be repositioned when altering the design.

In contrast to blocks, several projects presented electronically augmented planar surfaces. Using a base plate with electronic slots for recognizing inserted vertical panels, the Segal Model [26] presented a construction kit to experiment with layout configurations of traditional single floor Segal-style houses. To support a wider variety of shapes, the Triangle [9] system offers triangular shapes to form 2D and 3D shapes. Triangles attach to each other and communicate their IDs and thus topology using magnetic connectors. EasiGami [12] takes a similar approach but also provides pentagons, hexagons, and square shapes to allow for constructing complex shapes by connecting only a few pieces. StrutModeling takes inspiration from these approaches but offers a universal strut design that is adjustable in length and connect to other struts in any angle, using hubs. As such, StrutModeling avoids puzzling with pieces, common in planar, origami-like kits.

Closest to our work, a number of construction kits have a hub and strut layout. FlexM [6] proposes a kit consisting of hubs with three adjustable anchor points. To capture the topology, the work proposes and explores implementations in which hubs communicate by transmitting light signals through struts and the angle between struts is measured using potentiometers. Building on top of these concepts, Posey [34] is a tangible modeling kit that senses the topology as well as orientation of struts using infrared LEDs and sensors in every hub. Jacobson et al. [15] present a construction kit that uses a hall effect sensor to track the rotation of joints and communicates states through an embedded bus system. As hubs have a limited number of anchor points and require a minimum of 90 degrees between their angles, the kit is particularly suitable for modeling and animating skeletons. Glauser et al. [8] further optimized the design to eliminate gimbal lock effects. To allow for designing more organic forms, the Senspectra tool [18] uses malleable struts that bend in any direction. Bend angles are estimated by analyzing the reflectance of IR light transmitted through struts. Gluss [24] and Topobo [22] present similar construction kits but focus on rendering and animating forms in the physical world using actuators instead of digital modeling. Our work is different in that hubs do not have a fixed number of anchor points and allow for small angles between adjacent struts. As such, StrutModeling is optimized for modeling detailed outer-surface of objects that are ready for fabrication. In contrast, previous approaches target skeleton modeling and focus on learning and play [34] or animation [8].

Also related to our work are tools that facilitate modeling using physical props or novel measurement tools during modeling operations. ShapeTape [10] uses a strip, embedding optical sensors, to measure the curvature of objects. Alternatively, an array of strain gauges can be used, as shown in [5]. SPATA [31] presents novel electronic versions of calipers and protractors to automatically input distance and angular measurements in digital models. To use a complete object during modeling operations (e.g. add or subtract operation), researchers used 3D scanners to immediately capture objects [33] or their imprints in clay [7]. Similar to these approaches, our struts and hubs can also be used as measurement tools: one or multiple struts can be aligned with an existing object to digitize its length. Similarly, adjusting the angle between two adjacent struts digitizes angular measurements.

**Accelerating the Fabrication and Design Process**

StrutModeling accelerates the fabrication process as models are tested and fine-tuned during the design phase and only the final design is fabricated. Previous experiments, for example, accelerate the 3D printing process by printing only the model’s wireframe [21]. Reform [32] presents a system for bi-directional fabrication. This system facilitates and accelerates prototyping iterations by supporting iterative adaptations of clay models by the user as well as the system. Similar to StrutModeling, Protopiper [1] offers a low-fidelity prototyping tool for physically rendering structures in the presence of other objects. The TrussFab [17] tool, in contrast, starts from a virtual model which is decomposed into truss geometries that can be assembled with bottles. As these low-fidelity assemblies can be tested immediately, they speed up design iterations.

**SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION**

StrutModeling offers an adjustable strut design and universal magnetic hubs that connect to struts in any configuration. We created extensible struts which embed computational elements for both sensing and communicating their orientation, size, and topology information. Struts are self-contained and constitute a modular toolkit. As precise absolute positioning is not feasible without external tracking systems, our approach realizes accurate digital reconstructions by combining the orientation data of all struts with topology information, describing the
struts which are directly connected through a hub. Every strut is responsible for tracking its orientation and identifying adjacent struts. Unlike hubs with fixed anchor points, magnetic hubs snap to struts in any configuration. On the flipside however, connected struts only have a single contact point which makes it impossible to both power the system as well as transmit data. As such, every strut is powered with a battery and communicates wirelessly with a desktop computer that runs our virtual reconstruction environment. This environment continuously captures and digitizes the full topology of all connected struts. In contrast to the struts, the magnetic hubs are entirely passive. Besides being used as structural support, they also offer a conductive route to identify adjacent struts. Although this approach scales to any number of struts and hubs, the nrf wireless communication protocol, used in our implementation, supports up to 780 nodes with multicast disabled.

**Mechanical Design**

Figure 2 shows the inside of a strut which consists of a base (9.3cm / 3.66inches) and an extension part (7.7cm / 3inches). The extension part has a threaded rod design and connects to a nut in the base. The wheel shown in Figure 2 turns the nut and actuates the threaded rod. A notch at the end of the base fits in the sleeve of the threaded rod and ensures that the rotary movement of the wheel is translated in a linear movement of the extension part. This mechanical transfer system offers precise control over the length of a strut as the threaded rod has a pitch of 1mm.

The hub shown in Figure 2 consists of a magnetic bullet. The hub has a diameter of 19mm, weights 27grams and has a holding strength of 5.6kg/197ounces and approximately 0.84kg/29.6ounces shear strength to ensure stability of Strut-Models even without strutting hubs vertically. Both sides of a strut end in a nozzle of 8mm in diameter. Given the current design of the struts, the minimum angle between adjacent struts is 49.8° (Figure 3). This significantly lowers the constraints for modeling freeform objects compared to minimum angles of approximately 90° by previous toolkits [15, 34]. Future versions of struts can be reduced in thickness to further lower the angles between struts. Smaller angles could also be achieved using larger hubs, yet this would result in higher magnetic forces that makes disconnecting struts from hubs uncomfortable.

**Electronic Design**

Figure 4 shows our custom PCB that fits in a strut (Figure 2) and integrates all components required to track the orientation and length of a strut, identify adjacent struts, communicate wirelessly, and power and charge a strut. Struts run on a 8-bit AVR Atmega328p-mmh microcontroller (Figure 4) that are deployed with the Arduino platform. To track the absolute orientation of a strut, previous experiments [15] show that accelerometer and magnetometer data is unstable for absolute orientation as the magnetic field in office environments are unstable and lead to errors above 40°. Especially in the presence of magnetic hubs, the magnetic field diverges even further which makes geomagnetic sensors highly unstable. Therefore, our approach fuses data that comes from an accelerometer with the gravity vector from a gyroscope to calculate the absolute orientation of every strut. All this data is delivered by ARM an Cortex M0+ microcontroller embedded in the Bosch BNO055 integrated circuit, which packs 3 different sensors: a triaxial 16-bit gyroscope, a triaxial 14-bit accelerometer, and a geomagnetic sensor, of which the latter one is disabled. As orientation information of accelerometers is relative to their starting configuration, the user must align all struts before the system sets the reference orientation.

Extensibility of the struts is implemented using a mechanical wheel connected with a screw-thread rod. Rotations of the mechanical wheel are tracked with a rotary encoder, which is
mounted at the end of the strut (Figure 2). The encoder produces 12 pulses per second for millimeter precision tracking. Each metal end of a strut (Figure 2) is connected to a GPIO pin to identify adjacent struts, as explained in the next section. All data is transmitted wirelessly using the Nordic nRF24L01+ 2.4Ghz radio frequency transceiver (Figure 4) to a master Arduino Uno module that uses the same RF transceiver. This master module automatically discovers new struts in the mesh network and communicates with the rendering environment using serial communication. At its peak, our PCB consumes 50mAh of power and thus runs for over 2.5 hours on a 130mAh LiPo battery. The battery is small enough to fit in our current design. The electronic components for a single strut cost around $17 or €16 for prototyping quantities.

**Topology Tracking**

StrutModeling calculates the relative position of all struts and hubs by combining the absolute rotations of the struts, from fusing the gyroscope and accelerometer data, with topology information. Topology data describes which struts are directly connected to each other and thus share the same hub. Adjacent struts identify when one of them applies a voltage on the shared hub. This voltage is however floating as the circuits are completely separated. For other struts to read and recognize this voltage, a common ground is required. To realize this, both ends of a strut integrate a stackable header pin that is connected with a short wire to ground. Although a single connection to ground would be sufficient to realize a common ground, we chose to embed a connector in both ends to allow for using struts omnidirectional.

Figure 5 shows how the master module wirelessly communicates with all struts and reconstructs the topology: The master module starts by instructing one strut to apply a voltage on one end of the strut. When the strut confirms, the master module instructs all other struts to measure the voltage on connected hubs and transmit the readings to the master module. The master module processes all data and and registers struts to be connected that measured a high voltage. The master module then starts a new cycle in which another strut is instructed to apply a voltage on a hub. When traversing all struts, the ends of struts that already measured a high voltage are excluded.

Afterwards, a new iteration starts. As our mesh network has a bandwidth of 2Mbit, reconstructing the topology of 20 struts takes less than one second. When a connection is dropped, a timeout is triggered and the master module recovers and continues. In an alternative implementation, all struts in parallel can transmit a unique square wave over the hubs. However, adjacent struts should first perform a handshake to ensure only one strut is broadcasting over the hub.

We also implemented a topology tracking technique that eliminates the common ground and is instead based on capacitive sensing for identifying the mesh topology. This requires a user to touch every hub, which results in a change in capacitance. This change is detected by the struts that are connected, identifying them as connected to the same hub. While this reconstruction technique eliminates the need for a common ground, it is not completely fail safe as different hubs might be touched simultaneously. The technique is therefore most suited for models that do not require real-time updates in the rendering environment and instead render the final model once the user goes through a procedure during which he is instructed to touch every hub one by one.

**Rendering Environment and Post-Processing**

The topology information, absolute orientation, and length of struts are collected on the master module and streamed over serial communication to the rendering environment running on a desktop computer. The software environment fuses all geometric information and calculates the relative position of every strut and hub. For every closed polygon, the absolute orientation of one strut is redundant as the start and end position can be calculated from the geometry information of adjacent struts. We use this information to compensate for potential drift caused by the gyroscope and accelerometer. The final geometry is rendered in real-time using the Babylon.js 4 3D engine and consists of cylindrical and spherical shapes (Figure 6b).

4https://www.babylonjs.com
Our rendering environment runs Meshmixer and OpenSCAD in the background to prepare the virtual rendering for fabrication. Three post-processing options are supported (Figure 6): (1) 3D printing a reinforced wireframe model as shown in Figure 6c. In this configuration, the rendering environment starts by replacing the struts with extended cylinder shaped meshes that replace the hubs. To reinforce the model, these cylinder meshes are converted to a single organic shape with a uniform triangle distribution using the smoothing operation available in the Meshmixer API [29] (Figure 6c). The resulting 3D model (STL-file) has improved shape properties and can be fabricated using a 3D printer. (2) 3D printing the convex hull to realize an enclosed model (Figure 6d). In this export option, the relative positions of the hubs are automatically imported in OpenSCAD to produce a mesh of the convex hull with OpenSCAD. The resulting mesh (STL-file) can be 3D printed in a single shell (Figure 6d) or after thickening the object by extruding all faces in the direction of the normal vector using the Meshmixer API. Converting a StrutModel in a convex hull might not always produce the desired shape. Therefore, users can select additional or discard existing planes e.g. discarding the top lid of a box. (3) Alternatively, the convex hull can be produced using a lasercutter to speed up the fabrication process (Figure 6e). In this configuration, the vertices of the convex hull are projected onto a 2D plane and exported to vector graphics (SVG-file). Instead of gluing the resulting panels together, future versions could automatically generate joints as shown in Platener [3].

**USAGE AND EXAMPLE DESIGNS**

To validate our approach, we created several example designs that demonstrate the utility and versatility of StrutModeling in different settings (Figure 7). All of the models took less than 15 minutes to be created once the idea was raised, without any prior upfront design. Conversion into a format that is suitable for 3D printing or lasercutting is virtually instantaneous.

StrutModeling supports modeling of mundane objects, such as the cookie jar, the ergonomic laptop stand, and the photo holder shown in Figure 7a-c. While our struts and hubs enable non-experts to make highly personalized 3d objects, key to our approach is that StrutModels can be modeled and tested in during the design phase in the presence of existing objects as demonstrated in the walkthrough. Example design (a) is exported as a convex hull and 3D printed as a single shell object. Designs (b-c) feature the production of sturdy organic wireframe objects from StrutModels.

As struts and hubs can also be used as measuring tools for lengths and angles, StrutModeling facilitates adapting parameters of existing 3D models. Users can use struts to adjust pre-defined parameters of existing parametric models designed by experts. For example, adapting the length of an extension for a door handle, makes it possible to fine-tune the lever and thus the force required to operate the door. By attaching a strut to the door handle and adjusting its length, caregivers are empowered to test various sizes for door handles with impaired users (Figure 7d). Changes to the handle are immediately reflected in the personalized virtual 3D model which is already tested and ready for production. Figure 7e shows how StrutModeling can be used as measuring tools when repairing a broken lid of a trash can. By extending and connecting multiple struts, the user measures the required width of the lid. The angle between the two panels of the lid can be measured precisely by aligning two adjacent struts with the curve at the top of the trash can.

Customizing existing 3D models, not created with StrutModeling, requires a parametric design specifying the mapping of parameters to changes in the virtual model, such as models designed in Thingiverse Customize with OpenSCAD. With easy-to-use modeling kits, such as StrutModeling, we expect parametric 3D designs to become increasingly popular as these tools bridge the gap between professional designers, making the parametric models, and non-experts who adjust and personalize parameters.

**LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

StrutModeling has three limitations we feel are important to mention:

First, features smaller than a single strut cannot be modeled. However, the modular design of struts and their length adjustment mechanism ensures that models scale to arbitrarily complex geometries larger than one strut. Although it is possible to model very large structures, such as couches or closets, a large number of struts would be required as struts only extend approximately one length. To reduce the number of struts in larger structures, future versions of struts could embed a telescoping mechanism to extend multiple lengths. Such a mechanism would also enable faster and coarser interactions as compared to the current rotary wheel mechanism. Larger structures, such as a chair, are sometimes subject to extensive loads. Future versions of the rendering environment could hint users on the structural rigidity of the designed model.

3 http://www.openscad.org

5 https://www.thingiverse.com/customizer

Figure 7. Example designs and use cases: (a) A cookie jar, (b) an ergonomic laptop stand, (c) a photo holder, (d) An extension for a door handle, (e) Repairing a broken trash can.
by analyzing the topology of the underlying graph structure, as described in [25]. In the mean-time, structures subject to gravity and average loads (e.g. laptop stand), are supported by increasing the thickness of beams or the wall thickness of convex hulls.

Second, the topology tracking technique requires interconnecting the grounds of all struts. As the conductive magnetic hubs are used for transmitting signals to identify adjacent struts, a common ground needs to be established using an additional connector to every strut. Multiple conductive channels could be integrated in magnetic hubs at the expense of fixed anchor points for struts and limited degrees of freedom for moving struts as shown in [15]. To avoid wiring struts, in the future, we would like to explore mechanical approaches for identifying adjacent struts, including, transmitting vibrations and identifying color-coded hubs with struts.

Last, data from the accelerometer and gyroscope, used for tracking the absolute orientation of struts are subject to drift over time. However, by fusing both data sources and automatic recalibration strategies integrated in the IMU sensor, these drifts are minimized. We further mitigate inaccuracies in sensor readings using topology information. For every closed polygon in the model, our system optimizes position and orientation information to ensure the geometry remains connected.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented StrutModeling, a modular toolkit that enables non-expert users to prototype physical objects using a strut and hub construction kit. We created struts that embed computational components to sense, identify, and share their relative orientation, neighbouring struts, and length. Using magnetic bullets as connecting hubs ensures maximal freedom in what can be modeled: hubs can be connected with an arbitrary number of struts, and pairwise struts can have a wide variation of angles between them. We showed that our toolkit allows for creating arbitrarily complex prototypes. Given the concrete physical format of StrutModels, users can test and evaluate their design directly in the context of existing objects. StrutModeling automatically captures the 3D model and converts it into formats that can be 3D printed or lasercut.
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